
 

 

 
 

Traditionalist Militias 
 
TRADITIONALIST MILITIA, 1936 
(NATIONALIST) 
The militias of the traditionalist parties, usually 
referred to as Requetés, adopted an organisation 
somewhat similar to that of the Spanish Army, but 
substituting terms laden with symbolic value.  
 
The Platoon (Piquete) consisted of a command 
element, of a Platoon Leader (Jefe de Piquete) a First 
Sergeant (Sargento Primero) along with four 
Requetés. There were three Sections (Grupos), each 
led by a Sergeant (Sargento de Requetés) and 
composed of three Squads (Patrullas), each composed 
of a Cabo and five Requetés.  
 
While the officer carried a pistol, all other ranks 
carried a rifle, typically a Mauser, but several types 
were in use. The Requetés had no other weapons at 
this time and were to rely on what support could be 
provided by Nationalist Army units. 
 
Uniquely amongst the Requetés (and Republican 
Basques) was the presence of Priests in the firing line 
– this was not unusual. Deeply held religious beliefs 
provided their forces with a zealousness that would 
ultimately see them become the shock troops of the 
later formed Nationalist Army. These Priests are 
represented as a support list choice as they might not 
always be seen with the platoon portrayed by a 
player’s  force. 
 
Similarly, Requetés often went into battle with a 
Religious Icon, often a holy banner carried by a 
respected senior non-commissioned officer. This to is 
allowable as a support level choice and may be 
combined with the presence of a Priest to reflect a 
particularly pious platoon with a fierce combat edge. 
 
In this list only the first two section of a platoon are 
represented as full strength platoons were not always 
fielded. To represent a complete platoon a player may 
take a Requetés Section as support list choice. 

PLATOON FORCE RATING 
Green or Regular: -2 (+1) 
Command Dice: 5 

PLATOON HEADQUARTERS 
Jefe de Requetés and Primo Sargento (Senior 
Leaders), armed with rifle or pistol and a group of 
four rifle armed Requetés.  

There are two Sections per Platoon, each 

SECTION HEADQUARTERS 
Sargento de Requetés, Junior Leader armed with a 
rifle or SMG  

There are three Squads per Section, each 

RIFLE SQUADS ONE TO THREE 
RIFLE SQUAD RIFLE SQUAD RIFLE SQUAD 

6 Requetés 6 Requetés 6 Requetés 

x Hand grenades can taken as a support list 
upgrade. 

x All Requetés are rifle armed. 
x Catholic Priests were an integral part of Requete 

forces and one can be added to the platoon as a 
support list option. 

x Requetés may be taken as Green or Regular. 
x Squads equate to Teams in this organization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ARMY SUPPORT LIST NOTES 
Most of the support options on the list will be self-
explanatory. Transport only vehicles, such as a car are 
simply vehicles, with no crew. Tiznaos vehicles come 
with a Junior Leader. Vehicles do not have Radios. 
Remember, you will need to allocate men to drive 
these.  
 
Where Sections are available they will always come 
with a Junior Leader. Infantry Teams rarely come with 
a Leader, whereas heavier support weapons do. The 
lists show all Junior Leader assignments where they 
are present for all troops barring vehicles as discussed 
above. The following support options need some 
notes. 

CARLIST REQUETE CHARACTERISTICS 
Viva El Cristo Rey!: The   Carlist   battle   cry   “Viva El 
Cristo Rey!”  (Long Live Christ the King!) inspired the 
Requete soldiers with a religious ferocity in attack. 
Therefore, they are always treated as Aggressive. 
 
Machismo: When fired upon in cover by small arms 
weapons, re-roll  any  1’s  that  miss.  
 
 



50MM MORTAR SQUAD 
Each squad consisted of a single Valero 50mm mortar. 
The squad includes a weapons gunner and two 
loaders. All were armed with rifles. 
 
A Senior or Junior Leader may both activate and/or 
spot for the Mortar Team, at a cost of one command 
initiative point, if the Mortar Team is within their 
command range. No other unit may spot for the 
Mortar Team, which off course, can spot for itself. 
 
The 50mm mortar only fires H.E. Rounds. It has a 
minimum  range  of  18”,  but  closer  than  that  the crew 
may use their carbines. If two mortars are fielded, the 
Section gains a Sargento as a Junior Leader. 
 
60MM & 81MM MORTARS 
Each battalion only had two medium mortars in total 
and of only one type. The bombardment area for a 
two-tube mortar section is   10”x10”   with   the   aiming  
point at the centre. Use the rules for Off Table 
Forward Observation Teams when firing. 
 
INFANTRY SECTIONS 
The other infantry options reflected here are attached 
Sections of either; Requetés, Army, Security Services, 
or African Army personnel, representing the ad-hoc 
units formed in the early part of the Civil War.  
 
PRIEST 
Most companies of Requetés had their own Priest, 
who went into battle with them. The men of a unit 
with an attached Priest are considered DieHard 
troops. The instant the priest is no longer attached 
apply all rules relating to shock to effected units. 
Priests are treated as officers when determining loss 
in play. 
 
RELIGIOUS ICON 
If chosen units with an attached Religious Icon may 
ignore one point of shock received per phase of play. 
The banner bearer can act as a Senior Leader if he is 
not in the command distance of another Senior 
Leader and can activate units in the same way. If he is 
killed another soldier may carry the icon but may not 
act as a Leader. 
 
CAVALRY SQUAD 
These troops are treated as the equivalent Requetés 
infantry, but are mounted on horses. They may 
remain mounted before deployment or dismounted 
using the options available in the Cavalry Specific 
Rules. 
  
MOLOTOV COCKTAIL 
Refer to the Specific Rules for Molotov Cocktails. 

TRADITIONALIST MILITIA SUPPORT LIST 
LIST ONE 

Medical Orderly 
Adjutant 
Roadblock 
Civilian Car, no crew 
Entrenchments for one Team 
Molotov Cocktail 
Add LMG to a single squad in one section* 
Add hand grenades to all rifle squads 

LIST TWO 
50mm Mortar Squad with 3 crew (1 per section)* 
Priest 
Religious Icon 
Heavy Cover barricade 
Small Tiznao vehicle 
Truck to transport entire Section or tow a weapon 

LIST THREE 
Sniper Team, 2 men 
Mounted Requeté Squad with Junior Leader   
70/16 Infantry Gun with 5 crew and a Junior Leader* 
60mm Mortar Section with Observer* 
Infantry Section (Green) with Junior Leader (Army) 
Infantry Section (Green) with Junior Leader (Requeté) 
Medium Tiznao vehicle 

LIST FOUR 
Infantry Section with Junior Leader (Africanista)*** 
Infantry Section with Junior Leader (Security Services) 
Hotchkiss M1914 MMG on tripod mount, 5 crew** 
81mm Mortar Section with Observer* 
Large Tiznao vehicle 

LIST FIVE 
Mount entire Section on horses  

*These are army assets provided as support, only one of 
these options may be selected due to the initial low level of 
support available. 

**This is an army asset provided as support, a maximum of 
two of these may be selected, but counts as a single support 
option in respect of the note above. 

***Only allowed to Andalucían Requetés. 


